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Abstract

Dynamic Attending Theory predicts that attention is allocated hierarchically 
across time during processing of hierarchically structured rhythms. Event-
related potential (ERP) research demonstrates that attention to a moment 
in time modulates early auditory processing as evidenced by the 
amplitude of the first negative peak (N1) approximately 100 ms after 
sound onset. Four experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that 
hierarchically structured rhythms result in a hierarchical allocation of 
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attention across time by comparing behavioral responses and N1 
amplitudes for sounds presented at times of varying hierarchical strength. 
Specifically, ERPs elicited by tones presented at times of high and low 
strength were compared in short melodies (Experiment 2) of salient metric 
structure (Experiment 1), and in subjective metric hierarchies 
(Experiments 3 and 4). Experiment 4 also added a level of medium 
strength in a subjective metric hierarchy. A more negative N1 was 
observed for metrically strong beats compared to metrically weak beats 
under nearly all conditions in Experiments 2, 3 and 4, providing strong 
evidence that attention is allocated preferentially to hierarchically strong 
times and supporting the central hypothesis. This effect was evident for 
both stimulus-inherent and listener-imposed metric structure, suggesting 
it represents ongoing direction of attention to metrically strong times 
rather than establishment of a metric percept. A patterned distribution of 
N1 amplitude was evident among metrically weaker times, demonstrating 
that attention is not allocated to the strongest times in an all-or-none 
manner. However, this pattern was not fully hierarchical, suggesting that 
hierarchical rhythmic structure does not modulate early auditory 
processing in a one-to-one manner. Additionally, a late negativity and late 
positivity were associated with metric strength under some conditions, 
indicating that multiple cognitive processes are associated with metric 
perception. Interestingly, the primary finding of a more negative N1 for 
sounds presented at hierarchically strong times in musical and 
pseudomusical stimuli was not modulated by musical expertise, 
suggesting that it indexes the use of a more general cognitive process 
that may also be employed to efficiently process other complex auditory 
streams including speech.
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